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Market Comment:
BSE indices remained in green yesterday, although with
milder gains (BELEX15 at +0.33%, BELEXline at
+0.13%). NIS was the sole major contributor to the €170k
equity turnover, some 40% beneath the 3-month average.
We expect Serbian equities to lose some ground today,
on the back of the discouraging international signals.

BELEX15

Company News:
Simpo (SMPO): Debt to Equity swap
Simpo, the largest Serbian furniture maker, agreed to have its debt
to the state converted into equity; thus, Serbia will increase its
stake in the company from 29% to around 70%. Simpo has been
building up debt in unpaid taxes in the past 10 years, which has
now reached an unbearable €52m. Simpo’s management has
accepted the initiative of Mladjan Dinkic, the outgoing minister of
Finance and Economy, who has drafted the plan for the swap.
Simpo agreed to from now on start fulfilling its obligations towards
the state on time. The state officials claim that the case of Simpo
is an exception and that “zero tolerance” principle will be applied to
tax evaders- a way of discouraging other companies from targeting
the same strategy. Simpo was simply “too big to fail”, as it
employs close to 5,000 people in the otherwise devastated region
of south Serbia. (SMPO @ RSD 125, volume 688 shares). SMPO
has a mcap of €1.2m and trades at a P/B of 0.02. (Source: Tanjug)
Ivan Radovic, (ivan.radovic@eurobank.rs, tel: +381 11 3027 533)
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Most Traded Stocks
Symbol Closing Price
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Turnover (RSD)

NIIS

854

11,636,172

TETO

6,100

892,047

SJPT

602

787,640

PLNN

15,000

600,000

BMBI

24,201

363,010
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fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement.
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